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Qlik® on Google Cloud Platform

David Freriks is an Technology Evangelist in the Office of Strategy Management team at Qlik. Dave’s 
mission is to help spread the word on the power of the Qlik Platform with Big Data systems and integration 
with partner technologies related to that ecosystem. He has spent 20+ years in the business intelligence 
space working at Qlik, SAP, IBM, and Cognos helping launch new products to market. Dave has a 
background in data warehousing and a Mechanical Engineering degree from Texas Tech University. He is 
married with two kids, and two Australian Shepherd's.

Who are we …

Grace Ninesling is an Account Executive in Google Cloud supporting strategic Google accounts in the 
mid-Atlantic region.  She has been with Google since April 2017. Prior to joining, Grace led  integration and 
deployment projects for global ERP rollouts.    Grace excels at building strong, trusted relationship with her 
customers and knowing their business and challenges, and  bringing the right resources into the mix to meet 
these needs.  E-mail: graceninesling@google.com

Michael Ernesto is a Google Cloud Customer Engineer covering strategic accounts in the mid-Atlantic 
region.  He’s been with Google Cloud since May 2017, and has been working in engineering roles in cloud 
and hosting for nearly 20 years.  His passion is solving customer’s business challenges by helping them 
understand the amazing capabilities available on the Google Cloud Platform.  E-mail: 
mernesto@google.com

mailto:graceninesling@google.com
mailto:mernesto@google.com
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• Why GCP and why Cloudera? (Mike)

• Background of Cloudera & Qlik

• Process of Re-platforming

• Governance Requirements

• Design

• Cloudera Setup (Director)

• Data Migration

• Qlik Sense® Setup

• App & Extension Migration

• Load Balancing / Firewalls

• Cloudera.qlik.com and Demos

• Customer successes using GCP and Qlik (Mike/Grace)

• Q & A

Agenda
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Why is Google different
Qualities that run through all GCP services

Industry-leading security capabilities that protect a 
customer’s applications, data, and users against internal 
and external threats

Security

Multi-Cloud
Develop Applications that can be written once and run 
and managed anywhere “without change” - at premise, 
on GCP, on other Clouds

Fully Managed Automated Ops
Fully Managed, Serverless offerings eliminate 
operational complexity and make Cloud easy to adopt

Embedded AI & ML

Embedded AI & ML in our core solutions to make AI 

accessible and enable transformative experiences

Best with Google

The Best Cloud to experience all of Google’s technology –

Digital Assistant, Search, Maps, Voice, …
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Why GCP & Cloudera
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Why Google Cloud Platform 

• Rapidly expanding into Enterprise
- Your business users and IT teams will be hearing from GCP teams

• Wide range of cloud services
- IaaS, PaaS, SaaS
- Focus on Big Data and ML
- Serverless Big Data, Machine Learning, Microservices

• Efficient access to other GCP services
- Cloud Services: Storage, ETL, EDW, stream/batch services, IoT
- Other Google Services: Ads Analytics, Google Voice, Youtube

Qlik & Cloudera / Hadoop workloads 
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Why Google Cloud Platform 

• ‘As Built’ Deployed on Google Compute Engine 
- Custom Machine Types ( e.g. 1x1 or  ) 
- High performance disk, scales with CPU
- Auto-encryption or Customer Keys
- Auto-scaling
- Ml-powered right sizing
- Granular IAM
- Per-second billing
- 2-factor for GCE - O/S ( just launched)

Qlik & Cloudera / Hadoop workloads 
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Why Google Cloud Platform

• Alternatives for migration 
- Google cloud storage connector ( certified for Cloudera) 

• Alternative for other Hadoop on GCP
- DataProc ( On-Demand Hadoop)
- Possible on Containers ( GKE) - w/o director.

• Efficient access to other GCP services
- HDFS vs Google Cloud Storage - Blog
- Cloud Storage connects to EDW, ML, archive storage, SQL platforms, etc.

Qlik & Cloudera / Hadoop workloads 

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/storage-data-transfer/how-to-connect-clouderas-cdh-to-cloud-storage
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/storage-data-transfer/hdfs-vs-cloud-storage-pros-cons-and-migration-tips
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Qlik & Cloudera Background
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Qlik History with Cloudera

• Qlik selected Cloudera as a strategic partner in August 2016

• Built initial 10 node cluster on CDH 5.7

• Developed our initial 8 points of integration

• Developed cloudera.qlik.com microsite and launched Nov 2016

• Developed Qlik Sense® demo site to showcase integration and also 
launched Nov 2016

Since August 2016
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Qlik History with Cloudera

• We now have 15 points of integration

• First BI vendor to validate Cloudera 
Altus

• Integrated with Cloudera Data 

Science Workbench

• First BI vendor to validate Cloudera 6

• First BI vendor to validate Kudu / Impala integration

Since August 2016
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Process of Re-platforming
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Why Re-platform?

• The cost of maintaining the cluster vs. our usage meant we could 
resize our system.

• We also needed to stand up a C6 cluster, and Cloudera recommended 
a clean start vs an upgrade.

• We looked at the leading cloud vendors, their pricing, and their support 
to determine what made “Sense” as our new platform.

• Google offered great pricing and when combined with their 
commitment to help migrate – it made our choice easy…

Moving our Cloudera cluster to a new home…
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Governance Requirements

• Qlik IT wanted to ensure we created a cluster that checked all their 
security and governance criteria

- No open external ports with unsecured logons

- Entire cluster behind firewall

- Load balancers – no direct access

- Signed certificates

- Restricted IP access to Qlik VPN for admin logins (SSH/RDP)

Ok – let’s design this right, from the start…
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Design
Our initial concept
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Cloudera Setup (Director)

• Installed Director 6 on a small GCP linux box

• Ran the install to setup Cloudera Manager

• Selected our topology 1 name node, 3 workers, 1 gateway

• Configured with Director 6 and Flume/Oozie

• Success!

Starting the process of starting the processes
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Data Migration

• With our new cluster now operational, we needed to move our data 
over

• Since our old cluster was decommissioned, we explored various 
options

• With only filesystem data, we moved the CSV/TXT files from HDFS -> 
Disk, then SFTP’d over to the name node linux server. 

• Reversed the process to load into HDFS on the new cluster.

Not straightforward…
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Qlik Sense® Setup

• Installed the Qlik Sense® Nov 2018 release on a Windows box

• Installed our SSL certificate

• Setup our proxies and user accounts

• Installed Cloudera ODBC driver for C6 (2.5.42 only)

Finally, an easy part!
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App & Extension Migration

• Before decommissioning the previous Qlik Sense® server, we exported 
all the apps we wanted to migrate, then imported into the new Qlik 
Sense® server.

• Installed the extensions needed for those applications.

• With the apps running, we edited the connection scripts of the apps to 
point to the data in the new cluster.

• Migration complete – sense.cloudera.qlik.com is fully operational.

Movin’ on up…
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Load Balancing / Firewalls

• With our cluster complete, Qlik Sense® up and running – it was time to 
enforce all those governance items from earlier…

- Used http load balancer for 
cloudera.qlik.com microsite

- Used TCP load balancer for 
Qlik Sense®

New territory for everyone…
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Load Balancing / Firewalls

• Used Internal Load Balancer for Impala (first ones to do it on GCP)!

• Disconnected external IPs for Cloudera cluster (internal IPs only)

• Applied certs to TCP/Http load balancers

• Complete!

And time for a 1st!
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Cloudera.qlik.com and Demos
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Cloudera.qlik.com and Qlik Community
Microsite and more…
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Qlik Sense® Demos
Playtime…
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Customer successes with GCP and Qlik
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Closing comments from Google Team

• Other Qlik / GCP sessions this week 
• Getting Started with Qlik on GCP 

• 265926 - Technology Integration Workshop - Qlik on Google Cloud 
Platform

- Qlik and Deloitte experience supporting customers
• 271602 - SI and Consulting Blueprint - Qlik on Google Cloud Platform

• Google Cloud 
- Blog pages
- Product page
- Learning GCP
- Google Cloud YouTube channel

Looking forward to working with you!

https://cloud.google.com/blog/
https://cloud.google.com/products/
https://cloud.google.com/training/
https://www.youtube.com/user/googlecloudplatform/featured
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Q & A



Thank You

Stay in the know on Qlik product 
innovations. Register for our quarterly 
webinar series.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

Want to learn more? Check out these resources: 

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the 
world. Learn, share and explore. 
Register today.

community.qlik.com
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Breakout Session 
Survey

We strive to improve the event each 

year and are interested in hearing 

your feedback on this session.  

To access the session survey please 

log into the mobile app and click this 

session on your personal agenda. 

Click the Survey button in the top 

menu to complete the survey.

We thank you in advance!



Thank You


